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The migration of individual Ga atoms on the technologically important GaAs~001!-(234)
reconstructed surface has been studied as a function of substrate temperature and As4 pressure using
a combined molecular beam epitaxy and scanning tunneling microscope ultrahigh vacuum
multichamber facility. We have deposited 10% of a plane of Ga onto a GaAs~001! surface with a
low defect density (,1% ! and with large terraces (.0.5 mm! to avoid the influence of surface
defects like step edges and vacancies. Both the island number density and the geometry are
measured and compared to Monte Carlo solid-on-solid simulations. Basic diffusion parameters,
such as the activation energy, directional hopping-rate ratio, directional sticking-probability ratio,
etc., are reported. ©2000 American Vacuum Society.@S0734-2101~00!08204-X#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The optical properties of III–V compound semicondu
tors are making high-speed global, wireless communicati
possible.1 This application has created a demand for hig
performance device structures, which are more complex
more difficult to realize. Unlike silicon-based devices, whi
are primarily fabricated using ion implantation,2 III–V struc-
tures are formed at the surface by depositing one plan
atoms on top of another until the entire structure is form
A more accurate atomic-scale understanding of the fun
mental physics governing the motion of group III and gro
V atoms on III–V crystal surfaces would aid the fabricati
process.

To date, several macroscopic methods, primarily refl
tion high-energy electron diffraction~RHEED!, have been
used to study Ga diffusion on the GaAs~001! surface.3–9 In
some of these studies, an estimate of the surface ada
diffusion length at one temperature is obtained from kno
ing the average terrace width at which the growth mo
changes from two-dimensional island nucleation to step-fl
mode. Interpretation of these experiments can be ambigu
because the influence of surface defects such as vacan
step bunching, and interactions between adatoms thems
cannot be taken into account. Furthermore, since the elec
beam averages over the entire substrate, temperature g
ents and morphological variations across the wafer will
fect this type of measurement. Some of these RHEED s
ies have utilized scanning tunneling microscopy~STM! to
image the morphology as a function of multiple monolay
of coverage.5,10 However, growing more than about 10% of
monolayer on a surface that is not flat, makes it difficult
separate the basic diffusion process from the large numbe
other interactions that can occur.

First-principles total-energy calculations of the pure m
gration of Ga atoms on the GaAs~001!-(234) reconstructed
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surface have been performed.11 These calculations predict a
activation barrier of 1.2 eV along the As dimer rows~i.e.,
along the @11̄0# direction! and 1.5 eV across them~i.e.,
along the@110# direction!. These state-of-the-art calculation
are only true for the pure migration of individual Ga atom
on an otherwise perfect (234)-reconstructed surface in th
absence of defects and an arsenic flux. These predict
have not been tested experimentally to date. The recent
plication of STM to the study of atomic diffusion on variou
elemental single crystal surfaces~e.g., Si and Fe! has signifi-
cantly broadened the fundamental knowledge of the mo
of atoms on these surfaces.12–15STM studies of diffusion on
the GaAs~001! surface have also been carried out under m
alorganic vapor-phase epitaxy conditions.16,17 Unfortunately,
these GaAs~001! diffusion studies do not provide an accura
test for the above theoretical predictions, since many ot
processes, like organic chemical reactions, are involved
the growth. Nucleation and growth on the molecular be
epitaxy~MBE!-prepared GaAs~001! surface has been exper
mentally investigated using STM and kinetic Monte Ca
simulations.18 This study deposits a submonolayer amount
material and fits the island’s geometry to simulations. Unf
tunately, the study is only done at one temperature, makin
difficult to address the diffusion properties.

Motivated by these issues, the activation energy for dif
sion of gallium on the GaAs~001!-(234) reconstructed sur
face has been measured under an ultrahigh vacuum mo
lar beam epitaxy growth condition. Both the GaAs isla
number density and island geometry are measured f
STM images for samples after depositing 10% of a plane
Ga atoms onto the GaAs~001!-(234) reconstructed surfac
held at various temperatures and exposed to different4

fluxes. This measurement is performed with atomic-sc
resolution, naturally allowing for the influence of steps, v
cancies, and other defects to be accounted for, further iso
ing the pure activation energy of diffusion. One could app
rate equation analysis to this data to determine the diffus
coefficient and activation barrier for isotropic two dime
il:
15260Õ18„4…Õ1526Õ6Õ$17.00 ©2000 American Vacuum Society
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sional motion or one dimensional motion.19,20 However, by
applying modeling using Monte Carlo simulations one c
obtain a more detailed picture of the atomic process.12 In this
study, we apply Monte Carlo analysis and obtain informat
about the activation barrier for Ga to hop from one site to
next, the relative hopping rates in perpendicular directions
the surface, the relative sticking rates to existing islan
when approached from perpendicular directions, and fin
we gain insight into the role that arsenic plays in altering
Ga diffusion and growth process.

II. EXPERIMENT

Experiments were carried out in an ultrahigh vacuu
~UHV! multichamber facility (5 – 8310211 Torr throughout!
which contains a solid-source MBE chamber~Riber 32P!
that includes a substrate temperature determination sy
accurate to62 °C.21 This chamber is connected to a surfa
analysis chamber with an STM~Omicron!.22 Commercially
available, ‘‘epiready,’’n1 ~Si doped 1018/cm3) GaAs~001!
60.1° substrates were loaded into the MBE system with
any chemical cleaning. The surface oxide layer was remo
and a 1.5-mm-thick GaAs buffer layer was grown at 580 °
using a growth rate of 1.0mm/h as determined by RHEED
oscillations and an As4 to Ga beam equivalent pressu
~BEP! ratio of 15.

An algorithm was developed that produces a well orde
GaAs~001!-(234) reconstructed surface with 0.5–1mm
wide terraces essentially free of defects.19 This algorithm
consists of first annealing the substrate at 600 °C with an4
BEP of 1.0mTorr for 15 min. This procedure eliminates ste
bunching, yet leaves each terrace with 1 monolayer~ML !
high adatom and vacancy islands. Another 15 min annea
570 °C with the same As4 BEP eliminates these islands an
leaves the surface flat.

Ga diffusion occurs on this flat, well-ordere
GaAs~001!-~234! reconstructed surface consisting of tw
adjacent parallel As dimers with a third adjacent parallel
dimer 1 ML below the other two.23 Numerous samples wer
prepared by depositing 10% of a plane of Ga at a speci
temperature, while simultaneously exposing the surface
two different As4 BEPs. In order to lock in the as-grow
structure, we first start quenching the sample from 570 °C
1.5 °C/s. While the sample was cooling, enough As4 flux
was maintained on the sample to avoid degradation of
surface. Once the sample temperature reached the de
value, the Ga shutter was opened for 0.5 s to deposit 10%
a plane of Ga while the As4 BEP was simultaneously in
creased to either 1.0 or 10.0mTorr, ~i.e., the growth rate is
set to 20% of a plane per second!. A timing chart for this
deposition has been published elsewhere.20 Finally, the
sample temperature was held at 450 °C for 15 min to al
any As4 inside the growth chamber to be pumped out and
condense on the surface of the sample. It has been d
mined that this anneal does not affect the island geometr
number density.

As mentioned earlier, samples could not be prepared
any temperatures above 570 °C because the surface w
JVST A - Vacuum, Surfaces, and Films
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spontaneously roughen when annealed above
temperature.24 In addition, the experiments could not be pe
formed for substrate temperatures below 460 °C because
surface reconstruction will transform from the (234) to the
c(434). The As4 BEP of 1.0mTorr and the Ga deposition
rate of 20% of a plane per second results in an As4/Ga flux
ratio of ;15, thereby recreating typical GaAs growth cond
tions which use a ratio between 10 and 20. When the4
BEP is 10.0mTorr, the As4/Ga flux ratio is;150, allowing
the study of Ga diffusion under extremely high arsenic co
centration conditions.

After the deposition and the 15 min anneal at 450 °C,
sample was cooled to room temperature, transferred to
STM without breaking UHV, and imaged at room temper
ture. For each sample, 6–12 200 nm3200 nm or 100 nm
3100 nm filled-state STM images were acquired using t
made from single crystal̂111&-oriented tungsten wire, a
sample bias of23.0 V and a tunneling current set point o
0.05–0.2 nA. For each sample, an average island num
density was determined from 6–12 STM images.

To quantify the diffusion process, Monte Carlo simul
tions of the MBE growth process were completed. The
simulations use a solid-on-solid model, where single a
toms are randomly dropped onto an area of 2003200 lattice
sites until a total coverage of 0.1 ML is reached. These
posited adatoms model the Ga adatoms deposited during
MBE growth. The simulation assumes that a single free a
tom will diffuse indefinitely until either two adatoms collid
and stick~nucleating an island! or the adatom collides and
sticks to an existing island~growing an island!. Once the
adatom is stuck, it is excluded from further diffusion. Ther
fore, the critical nucleation size is two adatoms and the pr
ability of three or more adatoms simultaneously colliding
considered negligible. The adatoms are assigned a jump
J, which is related to the diffusion rateD via the lattice
constant,a ~i.e., J54D/a2). Simulations were performed
which varied the jumping rate in decade-size steps from 1
109 Hz. For each jump rate, the probability of hopping
perpendicular directions~directional hopping-rate ratio! was
varied from ~1 to 1! to highly anisotropic~1 to 1000!. For
each of these simulations, the probability of sticking to oth
atoms when approached from different directions~direc-
tional sticking-probability ratio! was varied from equal~1 to
1! to highly anisotropic~1 to 1000 and 1000 to 1!.

III. RESULTS

A. 1.0 mTorr As 4 BEP data and Monte Carlo results

Characteristic STM images of the GaAs surface after
deposition of 10% of a monolayer at three successiv
higher temperatures are shown in Figs. 1~a!, 1~b!, and 1~c!.
Each of these images measures 100 nm3100 nm and was
cropped far from the edges of a much larger terrace. T
lower temperature result shown in Fig. 1~a! has a larger num-
ber of smaller size islands when compared to the other
temperatures shown in Figs. 1~b! and 1~c!. This is observed
because the island growth rate decreases while the nucle
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1528 LaBella et al. : Monte-Carlo derived diffusion parameters 1528
rate of new islands increases when the temperature is
ered. With more islands on the surface they must be sma
in size because the coverage for each sample is fixed.
islands formed under these conditions are not circular,
favor elongation along the@11̄0# direction.

To compare with the STM images, hundreds of Mon
Carlo simulated STM images were computed. Both the nu
ber density of the islands and the geometry of the isla
~i.e., aspect ratio! in the STM images were fit using thre
parameters in the Monte Carlo simulations: jumping ra
directional hopping-rate ratio~hop-ratio!, and directional
sticking-probability ratio~stick ratio!. A higher jump rate
favors island growth over island nucleation. Therefore,
creasing this parameter predominately results in a sma
number of islands. Increasing the anisotropy of the hop r
predominately lowers the island number density. Increas
the anisotropy of the stick ratio predominately alters the
ometry of the islands. If the geometry of the islands is n
considered, the stick ratio can be adjusted such that a un
set of hop ratio versus jump rate parameters cannot be
tained. However, a stick ratio of 1 to 1 or 1000 to 1 results

FIG. 1. ~a!–~c! Filled state STM images taken at a sample bias of23.0 V
and a demanded tunneling current of 0.2 nA of the GaAs~001!-(234) re-
constructed surface after deposition of 10% of a monolayer of Ga und
1.0mTorr As4 flux at the temperatures indicated. The islands are 1 ML h
~0.28 nm!. For comparison,~d!–~f! are simulated STM images from random
walk computer simulations as a function of the jump rate using a directio

hopping-rate ratio of 100:1~@11̄0#:@110#! and directional sticking-

probability ratio of 100:1~@11̄0#:@110#!.
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an island geometry that is not observed, thus making this
important fitting parameter. Our algorithm for finding th
best set of fitting parameters began with noticing that
aspect ratio of the islands measured with STM are essent
constant for all temperatures and arsenic fluxes. It was de
mined that the geometry of the simulated islands depe
primarily upon the stick ratio and is essentially independ
of the jump rate and hop ratio as depicted in Fig. 2. Furth
more, a stick ratio of 100:1~@11̄0#:@110#! best fits the ob-
served island geometry. To find the hop ratio, the num
density of the simulated islands as a function of jump r
was required to match the number density of the STM i
aged islands as a function of temperature. It was determ
that a hop ratio of 100:1~@11̄0#:@110#! for all jump rates
provided the best fit for the lower arsenic pressure da
Three characteristic simulated STM images measuring
nm380 nm, having 10% Ga coverage, and a deposition
of 0.2 ML/s are shown in Figs. 1~d!, 1~e!, and 1~f!.

The average island number densities for all data sets
shown in Fig. 3. The error bars represent the standard de
tion in the average island number density counted from
the STM images acquired at that temperature. Certain crit
were used to define an island. First, it has to be 1 ML h
~0.28 nm!. Second, the monolayer high island must ha
(234) reconstruction features, such as correct position
relative to underlying dimer rows. These criteria eliminat
the small white specks existing directly on top of the dim
rows that were observed on some of the samples@see, for
example, Fig. 1~a!#, which are thought to be adsorbed A4

molecules resulting from condensation inside the MB
chamber after the Ga deposition.25 However, the inclusion of
these features shifted the average island count less than
standard deviation. The average island number density g
erated from ten different random number seeds as a func
of jump rate for the best-fit set of parameters is also show
Fig. 3 ~filled circles!. Note, that only the jump rates releva
to the experimental data are shown. The error bars repre

a

al

FIG. 2. Plot of the island aspect ratio vs directional sticking-probability ra
from the Monte Carlo simulations. The aspect ratio is essentially indep
dent of the jump rateJ and the directional hopping-rate ratio. The slig
dependence on these latter two parameters is accounted for in the error
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1529 LaBella et al. : Monte-Carlo derived diffusion parameters 1529
the standard deviation in the average island number den
counted from the ten simulations.

By combining the Monte Carlo simulation results with th
experimental data a diffusion coefficient can be obtain
The jump rateJ for each experimental data point is found b
matching the island number density from the measured
to the least squares fit of the simulation. This jump rate
converted to a diffusion rateD ~i.e., D5Ja2) and plotted
versus temperature in Fig. 4. The diffusion rate and temp
ture are related byD5D0 exp@2Ea /(kBT)#, wherekB is Bolt-
zmann’s constant,Ea is the activation energy to hop from
one site to the next,Do is the prefactor, andT is the absolute
temperature. The activation energy is calculated from a le
squares fit to be 1.060.1 eV with a prefactor of;0.2 cm2/s.

B. Comparison between the 1.0 mTorr As 4 BEP and
10.0 mTorr As 4 BEP data

In addition to measuring the island number density a
function of substrate temperature, it was also measured
two different As4 pressures during the Ga deposition~i.e.,
1.0 and 10.0mTorr As4 BEP!. Two characteristic STM im-
ages acquired at 465 °C, but with a factor of ten difference
the As4 gas pressures, are shown in Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!.
There is about a factor of two decrease in the island num
density when the As4 pressure is increased by this amou
and this difference persists for all temperatures.20 In this
study, these differences are quantified using the Monte C
simulations. Two characteristic simulated STM images m
suring 80 nm380 nm, having 10% Ga coverage, and
deposition rate of 0.2 ML/s are shown in Figs. 5~c! and 5~d!.
The simulation in Fig. 5~c! was calculated using th

FIG. 3. Measured island number density~open squares! vs the deposition
temperature~lower axis! for the 1.0mTorr As4 BEP data, with error bars
representing61 standard deviation in the number of islands counted. T
island number density~filled circles! vs the jump rate~upper axis! from
random walk simulations are also shown. The error bars represent61 stan-
dard deviation in the number of islands counted from ten different rand
number seeds. The simulations use the directional hopping-rate rat

100:1 ~@11̄0#:@110#! and directional sticking-probability ratio of 100:

~@11̄0#:@110#!. The line going through the simulation data points is a lea
squares linear fit.
JVST A - Vacuum, Surfaces, and Films
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same conditions as before, while the simulation in Fig. 5~d!
used these same parameters except the directional hop
rate ratio was changed from 100:1~@11̄0#:@110#! to 5:1
~@11̄0#:@110#!. Even though the fit between Figs. 5~b! and

e

m
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-

FIG. 4. Diffusion coefficients~open squares! vs temperature obtained by
combining the measured experimental island number densities from the
mTorr As4 BEP data with the random walk simulations. The least square
~solid line! gives an activation energy of 1.060.1eV and a prefactor of;0.2
cm2/s.

FIG. 5. ~a! and~b! Comparison of filled state STM images taken at a sam
bias of -3.0 V and a demanded tunneling current of 0.2 nA of
GaAs~001!-(234) reconstructed surface after deposition of 10% of a mo
layer of Ga under 1.0 and 10.0mTorr As4 flux at 465 °C, respectively.~c!
and~d! Comparison of simulated STM images from random walk compu
simulations. Simulation~c! best fits the 1.0mTorr As4 data in~a! using a

directional hopping-rate ratio of 100:1~@11̄0#:@110#!. Simulation ~d! best
fits the 10.0mTorr As4 data in~b! using a directional hopping-rate ratio o

5:1 ~@11̄0#:@110#!.
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5~d! is not visually satisfying, our goal was to change on
one parameter, if possible, in the simulation to develop
understanding of the dominant effect of arsenic on the di
sion. Changing only the hop ratio by a factor of 20 provid
the best fit to both the island number density and isla
geometry as a function of substrate temperature. E
though the fit to the aspect ratio is not as good as obta
with the lower arsenic pressure, this is still a much bette
than one could obtain by only changing the stick ratio. Sim
lar to the lower As4 pressure data, a diffusion coefficient w
extracted after combining the Monte Carlo results with
measured island number density. A summary of the par
eters used in the simulations for all hopping rates, and
resulting diffusion parameters are displayed in Table I.

IV. DISCUSSION

Our Monte Carlo simulations are oversimplified and
not attempt to accurately model the complex processes
volved in MBE growth. The input parameters such as
directional hopping-rate and sticking-probability rati
should not be taken literally. These ratios to some ext
represent reduced parameters that take into account all
cesses necessary for growth. For example, the GaAs su
has a (234) reconstruction which is not explicitly modeled
and is therefore folded into the directional hopping-rate ra
The simulation predicts that the diffusion is faster along

@11̄0# direction, which we believe is correct, however, t
quantitative prediction of 100 times could easily be in er
by a factor of 10. These same comments apply to the di
tional hopping-rate ratio for the higher As4 pressure. Even
though the error in the directional hopping-rate ratio may
large, we believe the factor of;20 change between the tw
As4 pressures is real, since this factor is the only cha
between the simulations. These same comments apply to
directional sticking-probability ratios. The predicted activ
tion energy is not very sensitive to the directional hoppin
rate and sticking-probability ratios, and we believe it is mo
accurate. However, the energy does represent a weighte
erage favoring the lowest of the@110# and@11̄0# directional
energy barriers.

The highly anisotropic directional hopping-rate ratio f
the low As4 pressure data indicate that the Ga atoms es
tially move in one dimension. Once the amount of arse
was increased by a factor of 10, the island number den
dropped by a factor of;2, indicating that the Ga atoms ca
now interrogate a larger area. This increase in interroga
area is explained by the factor of;20 decrease in the an
isotropy of the directional hopping-rate ratio. This impli
that the Ga atom is transformed from a one-dimensional

TABLE I. Comparison of results for different As4 fluxes.

Quantity 1.0mTorr As4 10.0mTorr As4

directional hopping~@11̄0#:@110#! 100:1 5:1

directional sticking~@11̄0#:@110#! 100:1 100:1

activation energy~eV! 1.060.1 1.260.1
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A, Vol. 18, No. 4, Jul ÕAug 2000
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dom walker to a two-dimensional random walker, which c
interrogate more area thus forming a smaller number of
lands. We believe the mechanism for this change is due
the excess arsenic lowering the energy barrier to hop in
@110# direction to a value closer to the barrier height in t

@11̄0# direction. This is supported by the relatively sma
change in the activation energy with the factor of ten
crease in the arsenic pressure.

Studies of InAs growth on GaAs observed a similar ph
nomenon; increasing the arsenic pressure decreased the
ber density of InAs islands.26 Madhukaret al. proposed that
the increase in arsenic pressure increased the incorpor
rate into existing islands. In terms of our model, this pr
posal amounts to increasing the sticking probability. In o
homoepitaxy study, we have tested the role of the stick ra
but found that this primarily effects the geometry of the
lands not the number density. The most important param
for effecting the island number density is the hop rat
which suggests the arsenic effects the mobility of the
atoms while diffusing more than directly influencing the
incorporation into existing islands. Note, the correct pictu
is most likely a combination of the two parameters, howev
the accuracy of the simulation does not merit such a refi
ment.

The activation energy for single Ga atom diffusion on t
GaAs~001!-~234! reconstructed surface has recently be
computed using a total-energy first-principles approac11

This study determined that the activation energy for dif
sion along the@11̄0# is 1.2 eV, while diffusion along the
@110# is a much higher 1.5 eV. This difference results in G
atoms being 100 times more likely to diffuse along t

@11̄0# direction than along the@110# direction at normal
growth temperatures. This is in good agreement with our l
As4 pressure Monte Carlo predictions. This theoretical p
diction is for an ideal defect free surface without any arse
pressure. Not only is there good agreement with the dir
tional diffusion rates, but also the quantitative value of t
activation barrier is in agreement with our value. Of cour
our experiment primarily measures the value of the low
barrier. We believe the presence of arsenic effectively low
the barrier in the@110# direction to a value closer to 1.2 eV
the result of which is to leave the measured barrier hei
essentially unchanged, yet enhance the interrogation are

As mentioned in Sec. I, a large body of literature exists
measuring the properties of MBE growth. A majority of th
effort has been spent measuring the diffusion length of
Ga using RHEED oscillations.3,4,8 The methods described i
this study compliment this earlier body of literature. Th
diffusion length as a function substrate temperature and
senic flux are visually displayed in the STM images p
sented in Figs. 1 and 5, as the average distance betw
islands. It ranges from about 2 to 20 nm.

V. CONCLUSION

With the combination of Monte Carlo simulations andin
situ combined MBE–STM experiments, we were able
measure the activation barrier height, directional hoppi
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1531 LaBella et al. : Monte-Carlo derived diffusion parameters 1531
rate ratio, and directional sticking-probability ratio over
range of sample temperatures and As4 fluxes. Using STM,
the influence of defects can be taken into account, wh
allows a clearer picture of the basic processes involved
growth. Surprisingly, the Ga atoms on the GaAs~001!-
(234) reconstructed surface have a higher diffusion rate
a higher As4 pressure. An activation barrier of;1 eV is in
good agreement with first-principles theoretical predictio
These diffusion parameters may help in modeling the M
process.
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